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Learning Objectives 1. Learn and define Fixed versus 
Growth Mindsets 

2. Discuss how Fixed and Growth 
Mindsets apply to parenting 
those with FASD 

3. Apply FASD parenting 
strategies from a Growth 
Mindset 

4. Review habits that promote and 
sustain a Growth Mindset for 
FASD parenting

Scan Here for an  
Updated Presentation 

(good thru 11-Nov-2019)



Thinking 
Differently

◆We challenge default habits 
of perceiving and 
interpreting behaviors. 

◆All my presentations are 
about Retraining Your Brain 
to see how your parenting 
role & responses impact 
behaviors from FASD and 
trauma. 

◆Metaphor & strategies teach 
the concepts. 

◆Be curious.

The FASD Elephant™



A Path to Consider

Minneapolis, MN (and Tennessee) 

Indian Health Board since 1995 

Licensed Psychologist since 1997 

Foster Parent since 2012 for one kid 

FASD Elephant, FASD Wheel, Getting 
Back to Ready, Praise for Change, etc 

My origin story for today: I present 
here today as a foster parent



What is Your 
Caregiver Origin 

Story (Your Path)?

Love kids? Have love to give? 

Wanted a family or to be a 
parent? 

Wanted to make a difference 
in a kid’s life? 

Wanted to give back because 
someone gave to you? 

It’s your duty or a calling?



Since We’ve Been 
Wrong about 

Gravity Before…

A. Aristotle: A 
stone’s self agency 

B. Newton’s gravity: 
A pulling force 

C. String Theory: 
Ribbons of Energy



Maybe We’re Wrong about Our Parenting Strategies, 
Assumptions, and Interpretations Sometimes, too…



Defining Mindset: Fixed and Growth
Highly Recommended Book: 

Mindset 
by Carol Dweck



Defining Mindset

◆Book written by Dr. 
Carol Dweck 

◆Mindset: The New 
Psychology of Success & 
How We Can Learn to 
Fulfill Our Potential 

◆Published in 2008 
◆Audible, Hennepin 

County Library, Kindle… 



Mindset – by Carol Dweck

A Fixed Mindset

● A person’s basic qualities such as 
intelligence and talent are fixed. 

● Intelligence and talent are what 
create success. 

● Goal of a fixed mindset: Show off 
my good qualities (look smart) and 
avoid things I’m not good at (don’t 
look dumb).

A Growth Mindset

● A person’s basic qualities develop 
with time & experience. 

● Intelligence and talent are the 
starting point for creating success. 

● Goal of a growth mindset: Try try 
again, even if I fail, because  the 
experience and learning will make 
me better.



Mindset Examples

A Fixed Mindset

● A focus on outcomes 

● Health outcome example: “I want six-
pack abs” 

● Parenting outcome: “I want [or wish] 
my kid to comply in three or fewer 
prompts and not melt down” 

● Kid outcome: “My kid always screams 
and refuses if I [fill in the blank]”

A Growth Mindset

● A focus on the processes 

● Health process: “I will do 25 sit-ups 
each morning” 

● Parenting process: “I need more/better 
skills [or help] for handling 
meltdowns” 

● Kid process: “I want to work on 
staying calm when my kid screams and 
refuses”



Mindset and Parenting FASD
What you see depends on where you stand… 

- AND - 
Whether you’re the hero or the victim of your story 

depends on where you start and end the story… 
~Michael Harris



Mindset, You, & Your Kid

A Fixed Mindset

● We usually have more fixed mindsets 
than we at first believe we do. 

● More associated with fight/flight brain 
or responses (brain stem, limbic) 

● In what areas are you using a fixed 
mindset? 

● In what areas is your kid using a fixed 
mindset?

A Growth Mindset

● We often have a growth mindset 
around things we enjoy. 

● More associated with polyvagal, mid 
PFC, empathy/mirror neurons, right 

● In what areas do you have a growth 
mindset? 

● How can you encourage a growth 
mindset around FASD?



A Mindset to Parent 
Differently

◆Choose process goals, not 
outcome goals 

◆Choose goals that build 
stronger parenting skills 

◆Choose goals that stretch  
◆Choose more goals based 

on strengths (self & kid) 

◆TO RAISE POSITIVITY!
The FASD Elephant™



Positive Intelligence (& Mindset)
By Shirzad Chamine 

Why only 20% of people achieve their true potential…



The Saboteurs in Your Head Encourage 
A Fixed Mindset

PQ measures the amount of time 
your brain is serving you as 
opposed to sabotaging you. 

Saboteurs (voices) are: 

The Judge (Master Saboteur), plus 
Avoider, Controller, Hyper-
Achiever, Hyper-Rational, Hyper-
Vigilant, Pleaser, Restless, Stickler, 
and the Victim



Weaken Saboteurs

The Saboteurs justify themselves and 
pretend they are you 

They come from the brain stem & 
limbic system - the fight/flight brain 

It is important to identify them and 
label them when they show up in 
your thinking 

For example saying to yourself, “Oh, 
the Judge is back again saying I’m a 
terrible parent!”

Free Saboteur Assessment:  
www.positiveintelligence.com/
assessments/ 

This is by the Positive Intelligence 
author Shirzad Chamine, and 
Michael Harris has no financial 
affiliation with Mr. Chamine. 

Plus, it’s FREE :) 



The Sage in Your Head Encourages 
A Growth Mindset

The SAGE is the deeper, wiser part of 
ourselves - our higher self and helps 
you solve problems with five powers: 

Explore: become curious, 

Empathize: with self or others, 

Innovate: outside the box 
thinking, 

Navigate: find a higher way, 

Activate: with decisive action.



Strengthen Your Sage

To strengthen the Sage, move out of 
the  Saboteurs thoughts and into the 
“Sage Perspective” 

Accept what is, rather than denying, 
rejecting or resenting what is (clues 
that a saboteur is present) 

The Sage Perspective accepts every 
outcome and circumstance as a gift 
and an opportunity. This can sound 
radical, but it works.



Eight Habits for Unstoppable Parenting
Approaching from a Growth Mindset by 
Understanding the Sage and Saboteurs



Eight Habits Summarized

1. Strengthen your Sage, 
your higher self 

2. Detach - Don’t take it 
personal 

3. Find three gifts 

4. Gather your helpers

5. Still your mind: Read, 
reflect, pray, meditate 

6. Process, vent or purge 
with those who get it 

7. Set a daily intention 

8. Parent with growth 
mindset goals in mind



Habit 1: Strengthen Your Sage

Move your survival brain offline 
and build your PQ brain muscle 

PQ Brain Rep: Shift as much of 
your attention as you can to your 
body and any of your five senses 
for 10 seconds at a time (a rep) 

Touch fingertips, notice shapes or 
colors, listen for near/far sounds, 
notice your breathing 

36 to 100 reps per day



Habit 2: Detach - Don’t Take It Personal

Notice feelings or thoughts of 
resentment, anger, vindictiveness, 
being manipulated, hurt feelings 

Do five or six PQ reps 

Watch the feelings, thoughts pass 

If the feeling is bigger than your 
PQ muscle, then you may feel 
only a small or temporary effect: 

KEEP BUILDING to let it go



Habit 3: Find Three "Gifts"

Let’s shake ourselves out of our 
Saboteurs’ lies and negative 
influences 

Do five or six PQ reps 

Come up with at least three 
scenarios in which the bad 
situation could turn in to a gift 

GGM Mary coaching me example 

The Story of The Stallion (p. 73)



Habit 4: Gather Your Helpers

The pressure of FASD or trauma 
parenting can make you feel like 
you’re the only one who knows, 
cares, understands, etc. 

Do six PQ reps and let that pass 
through, then make it not true! 

Our elder at IHB says, “Gather 
your Helpers” because if you feel 
like you’re the only one, then you 
are at risk of burn-out and poor 
decisions.



Habit 5: Still Your Mind

The mind is like water… When  it’s 
turbulent, it’s difficult to see. When 
it’s calm, everything becomes clear. 
(Kung fu Panda) 

Do five or six PQ reps 

How do you calm your mind? 

Prayer, meditation, breathing, 
reflecting, hot bath 

New answers come while still 

Stillness is the Key - Ryan Holliday



Habit 6: Process w/ Those Who "Get It"

Polyvagal theory, the  ventral 
vagal nerve & social engagement 
— or, why your knitting club is so 
valuable for stressed caregivers 

Our nervous system is designed 
to respond positively to, and 
downshift from, social connection. 

Trauma ramps up fight/flight tho 

Oh yeah… and longer exhales 
than inhales engaged it too



Habit 7: Set A Daily Intention

What are you about today? 
Anything that happens or 
something you want? 

Aim for one of these habits every 
morning (or another positive 
habit that resonates with you) 

Bill Burnett recommends each 
day to have these mindsets: 
curiosity, bias to action, 
reframing, awareness, and radical 
collaboration



Habit 8: Parent with Goals in Mind

Set goals like airplane pilot 

We set new year’s resolutions 
(which we don’t keep because 
they’re fixed-mindset goals), so 
why not set parenting goals or 
resolutions? 

What is one growth-mindset 
parenting goal you can set (or 
think about setting) right now?



Contact & Resources

Email— 

michael@FASDElephant.com 

Website / Podcast— 

FASDElephant.com 

Newsletter & free video series— 

PraiseForChange.com



Follow on Social Media

Twitter -  

@FASDElephant 

Facebook -  

Facebook.com/FASDWheel 

LinkedIn - 

linkedin.com/in/michael-harris-fasd/

Scan Below to Follow on  
Instagram



Books to Consider (audible.com)

Mindset - by Carol Dweck (2008) 

Positive Intelligence - by Shirzad Chamine (2012) 

Letting Go: The Pathway of Surrender - David Hawkins (2014) 

The Anatomy of Peace - The Arbinger Institute (2015) 

Breaking The Habit of Being Yourself - Joe Dispenza (2016) 

Atomic Habits - James Clear (2018) 

Stillness is the Key - Ryan Holiday (2019)


